
Former mayoral candidate opposes cultural funding 
 

Peter Weygang, former mayoral candidate in CKL in2018 and current secretary of 
Citizens for Direct Democracy, has a bone to pick with Council.  In a press release 
to all the media outlets in CKL, Citizens for Direct Democracy called municipal 
funding of culture “subsidizing the elite” and said that the money spent now will 
simply begin a process where millions in taxpayers’ funds are spent needlessly 
and recklessly. 
 
Weygang begins his release by suggesting that “(Council) caved in to the 
persistent whining of the Kawartha Arts Council” and that “(Council) has made a 
down payment of $50,000 to create a self-interest bureaucracy that will bleed the 
taxpayers until a new Mayor is elected (in 2022).” 
 
Citizens for Direct Democracy pointed out “the Kawartha Arts Council apparently 
has only a membership of 75 artists and organizations representing over 1,000 
residents” and “is so small that it is an outrage to give them $50,000 now, 
promise them $2 million for their cultural centre, and then to establish a 
permanent cultural bureaucracy within the City administration.” 
 
Weygang and his group railed “against this edifice to the arts.”  Weygang added 
that “the top priority (of the Lindsay Arts Council) is to make sure government 
agencies and people give them sufficient money to pay their salaries.  The idea of 
having a saleable product, or being self-supporting, is never mentioned.” 
 
Their press release continued suggesting that the 1,000 residents represented by 
KLAC should contribute $50 apiece to raise the money necessary for the study 
“without sponging on the taxes paid by people who can barely make ends meet.” 
 
Citizens for Direct Democracy postulated the following about KLAC and their 
supporters when they suggested that “people who support the arts are generally 
the well-healed members of society.  These are the people who can afford ballet 
lessons for their children, art classes, singing lessons and so on.  They can travel to 
Toronto and stay overnight to see a show.  This is a small privileged group of 
affluent people that Council is supporting with our tax money.  It is not right.” 
 



Weygang suggested that a single free standing cultural centre “only serves 
bureaucrats” and “it is all about empire and power.”  He also believes “lumping 
them all together means that a large parking space needs to be created” and 
certainly implies this will be a problem. 
 
Despite admitting that artists, shopkeepers, restaurants and hotels will benefit 
from some kind of cultural centre in CKL, Citizens for Direct Democracy concluded 
their press release with a call to arms suggesting “(Councillors) have been duped 
into believing that arts ennoble the poor and destitute as well as the affluent.  
That is not the case.  The poor and destitute, and even the average citizen, is best 
ennobled by a decent hot meal.  Get your priorities right.  Use our money in a way 
that has overwhelming support of all the people.” 
 
When I spoke to my contacts in the cultural community their responses to the 
accusations be made by Citizens for Direct Democracy was largely a cautious “no 
comment.”  A number, aware of Mr. Weygang’s well known views on government 
spending and programming, were not exactly surprised the stand his group was 
taking on funding culture in CKL. 
 
One former leader in the cultural community did share “how disappointed I am 
with Peter’s stand on culture and their economic spinoffs in CKL.  Peter fails to 
share in the release that KLAC has already contributed $50,000 to the upcoming 
feasibility study.  We have anteed up our share and are proud to be partnering 
with the City in this study moving forward.” 
 
This individual added that “people like Peter and his ilk needed to be on the trip 
we took to Prince Edward County a number of years ago to see how an area very 
similar to CKL in many ways has reaped millions of dollars in economic spin-offs 
by embracing, funding and assisting the growth of cultural tourism.  There is 
absolutely no reason that what we saw in Picton and area can’t be replicated 
here.” 
 
Citizens for Direct Democracy and the Kawartha Lakes Tax Payers Association has 
promised to make cultural funding one of their cause-celebres moving forward. It 
will be interesting to see if their opposition to funding for culture budges CKL 
Council from support of that very thing. 
 



 


